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1. a sustained emphasis on a research based and professional approach to tourism education 

2. an enduring insistence on testing and evaluating the approaches taken against world class 
standards using reflection, peer appraisal and student feedback 

3. a participation in multiple levels of tourism professional conduct to develop opportunities for 
and to nurture student learning 

4. the development of imaginative, quality and contemporary resources, often where few had 
existed before to assist student learning and 

5. a leadership based resolution to demonstrate that a prominent career in research can be 
combined with and support an exemplary teaching career and the creation of enabling learning 
environments for students. 

Statement of the contribution 

Sustained emphasis on a research based andprofessional approach to tourism education 

From 1990-2007 I have consistently taught throughout the undergraduate program (First year: 
Introductov tourism, Australian tourism; Second year: Tourist behaviour; Third year: Regional tourism, 
Tourism Analysis, Research methods) and in the 
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of the program" Prof J. O'Leary -Texas A and M (2004). I have worked internationally for the United 
Nations World Tourism Organisation in their "Educating the Educators" Program and was re-invited to 
do this because of the perceived success of these week long courses for 30 academics, firstly in 
Malaysia then in China and again in Thailand. Praise fiom the participants was clear and consistent: "By 
getting us to be active learners, designing courses, assessments and teaching materials Prof Pearce 
worked with us all to benefit Chinese tourism education": Associate Dean Wu, Course participant China 
(reference February 2007). 
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*:* Participation in the tourism professional world to develop opportunities to enhance student 
leau~ting. 

I have developed multiple professional contacts to assist in providing tourism students with research 
opportunities, placement experiences and real world examples to embellish my students' learning 
environments. These roles include tourism awards judging (state and local levels), over 50 tourism 
consultancies (regionally and interstate), professional memberships (multiple international associations- 
especially the UN World Tourism Organisation), and close local involvement with tourism bodies and 
business research. Through these contacts students have been given access to contemporary tourism 
problems, have special access to data and information, been able to participate in research funded 
projects as assistants, been funded on field trips to other states and they have been able to develop 
networks for employment. The impact on student learning here is vivid and 




